Fellsoft
AlertsPlus
Automated reports by email for LexisNexis® InterAction® users
What does AlertsPlus do?
AlertsPlus fetches information on contacts
and activities from InterAction and
reformats it into emails, which it delivers
to users on a configurable automated
schedule.

How can AlertsPlus benefit
your firm?
Activities are a great source of
relationship
intelligence
for
your
professional users, enabling them to see
updates made by others across the firm on
the contacts that are most important to
them.
By delivering individual, precisely targeted
activity updates via email AlertsPlus
avoids the problems users sometimes have
in finding relevant content in InterAction.
AlertsPlus immediately makes InterAction
more useful to your professional users.
Users will be better informed and
encouraged to engage with & contribute
more to InterAction because they can
clearly see the value of doing so.

What information can
AlertsPlus deliver?
AlertsPlus has very flexible capabilities,
and can generate content from individual
users’ My Alerts content, from the

“It has proven to be a really powerful tool for knowledge sharing across the firm …
because the updates are delivered directly into their inbox, users see the value in
keeping InterAction updated.”
CRM Manager, Kromann Reumert

contacts in any list in InterAction, or
from activity content created by any set
of users.
You can filter items in the emails by
activity type, to include or exclude
specific types. The items can be grouped
and sorted very flexibly, so that items of
particular interest to the user can be
more easily found.
For user specific emails, you can include
a prompt when the user has newly added
contacts that should be reviewed for
addition to the Firm List, and when there
are pending updates from the Firm List to
any of their own contacts, and also show
outstanding reminders. This helps keep
your InterAction data current.
You can identify contacts who don’t have
activities included or who haven’t had
any activities of specific types for
prolonged periods, even showing these as
a colour coded ‘traffic light’ list. This
helps ensure that relationships with key
contacts are kept active and not allowed
to go stale.

How is content formatted?
The appearance of the email content is
completely customisable. You can control
what content is included, and how that
content is formatted. For example, you
can highlight specific types of activity in
order to draw the recipient’s attention to
them.
A range of standard email formats are
provided which can be easily customised if
required.
Minor data changes such as reformatting of
phone
numbers
will
be
excluded
automatically.
Different users can receive differently
formatted emails.
The emails are readily viewable on mobile
devices such as Blackberries and iPads.

How is it managed?
A browser based administrative area
enables central management of all reports
and user preferences, including the ability
to make batch updates to user settings
(including the ‘My Alerts’ settings).

What about
implementation?
AlertsPlus is a server based product that
requires no additional hardware and
minimal IT resource to install.
Configuring the software is simple and
quick thanks to the browser based
administrative functionality.
AlertsPlus emails can be introduced to end
-users gradually if preferred, and little or
no end user training is required.

What versions of
InterAction are supported?
AlertsPlus requires InterAction v5.6SP4 or
later.

How is it licensed?
AlertsPlus is available on a straightforward
and flexible annual subscription basis.
For user specific reports, you only need to
license those users whose ’My Alerts’ are
being monitored.
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“It has generated considerable interest from the lawyers and is now an integral part of our CRM system.”
Marketing Database Manager, Holman Fenwick Willan

“It was simple to install, is easy to
manage and is attractively priced. It
provides obvious benefits to users.”
Marketing Information Manager,
Mishcon de Reya
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